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I-Socio-Political Situation of Eastern Anatolia during the Process of the
Settlement of Northern Caucasian Refugees
Although the migration of Northern Caucasian refugees (or Circassians in their
common name1) to Eastern Anatolia2 was reflective of the settlement policy of the
Ottoman Empire, it also had certain particularities stemming from the demographic and
socio-economic structure of the eastern provinces. Hence, one of the most significant
characteristics of Eastern Anatolia was the high ethno-religious heterogeneity of the
population that was around 2,5 million in the second half of the XIXth century. The
population of the region in question comprised of Turks, who had significant lead in the
northern and western parts of the region; Kurds, who were mostly divided into tribal and
local factions; Armenians, who had no pre-eminence with a few exceptions; and
Assyrians and Arabs concentrated in the south.3
Another characteristic that had marked every aspect of condition of Eastern
Anatolia was the lack of control by the central administration. The areas under control
were mainly restricted to cities, villages close to these cities, and some contiguous with
Russia and Iran areas where regular troops were kept. As for the greater part of Eastern
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Anatolian Plateau, among the groups taking advantage of the limited state-control there,
first and foremost were the nomadic, or semi-nomadic tribes that often tightly competed
with each other over influence on the region. Lacking sufficient material and human
resources, the state usually allowed disorder and competition, and in many cases sought
ways to establish agreements with the most influential tribes of the region.4
Beginning with the last quarter of the XIXth century, activities of Armenian
illegal armed groups were also added to the causes of disorder in Eastern Anatolia.
Setting themselves as an object establishment of an autonomous or independent state
within the borders of “historical Armenia”, and gaining the support of a considerable part
of Armenian people as well as the European states, these groups thus engaged in a
process of serious conflict with the Sublime Porte.5
As for economic conditions, despite the existence of a wide area of uncultivated
arable land in Eastern Anatolia in the mid-XIXth century, negativities of the sociopolitical situation led to the deterioration of normal agricultural life. Specifically, it paved
the way for the Christian population to move abroad or to the safer regions of the empire.
In fact, toward the end of 1870s, nearly all the Greeks of the Erzurum vilayet had
migrated to Russia, joined by the considerable portions of Armenians and Assyrians.6
Thus, due to such factors as the existence in the region of poorly controlled
nomadic groups with tribal social organization; scantiness of settled rural elements; high
concentration of the non-Muslim minorities showing impetuous rise of externally
triggered nationalist sentiments and activities; the need to increase the number of
trustworthy and efficient subjects to be recruited in case of conflict with Russia etc., the
Sublime Porte was increasingly interested in attracting to Eastern Anatolia of some
quantity of Northern Caucasians, who began to flow in growing amounts into the
Ottoman territory as a result of the final Russian advance in their native region after the
Crimean War of 1853-1856.

II-The Settlement Process of Caucasian Refugees in Eastern Anatolia
a-Migrations up to the Year 1864
The first attempts to direct Northern Caucasians towards Eastern Anatolia
emerged at the end of the 1850s and the beginning of the 1860s. These dates correspond
to the beginning of the first wave of Circassian migration to the Ottoman Empire. From
1858 on, tens of thousands of Circassians that came through the sea-route from
Northwestern Caucasia to İstanbul and to the Ottoman Black Sea ports, were sent in order
to settle to the Balkans, Western and Central Anatolia. The Ottoman State was abstaining
4
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from disregarding the desires of the refugees to settle in socio-politically and naturally
more prosperous regions.7 Thus, the government directed them to the West with the hope
that they would ameliorate the social and political situation there. At the same time, this
constituted a positive response to Russian warnings against settlement of Northern
Caucasian refugees near the Russian border.8 However, the principal reason why
Northern Caucasians were not settled in Eastern Anatolia was that the local population of
the region was extremely poor, lacking the material means to accomplish a wide-scoped
settlement policy.9 For this reason only a small portion of Caucasians who migrated
during this period to the Ottoman territory could be settled in Eastern Anatolia. This
group almost solely comprised of those who reached Erzurum via the land route through
Transcaucasia coming from the eastern and central regions of Northern Caucasia –
Daghestan, Chechnia, Ossetia, and Kabarda. The first and the most numerous body that
succeeded in this endeavor was the set of about 3,000 Northern Caucasian families (or
15-20,000 people) who crossed the northeastern Ottoman frontier in April-May 1860 and
eventually were settled chiefly in the Erzurum vilayet. The majority of these families
settled in the vicinity of Sarıkamış at the eastern skirts of Soğanlı-Dağ in the central kaza
of the sancak of Kars and established nearly 20 villages there, partly on the lands
abandoned in previous years by Greeks and Armenians.10 It seems like the Sarıkamış
region soon had gained popularity among the migrants from Northeastern and Central
Caucasus due to the fact that it hosted a good number of people from their homeland, and
similarity of its mountainous wooded landscape to that of Caucasia. For example, the fact
that in 1861-1863 some Chechen and Osset groups left the places in Central Anatolia,
were they had initially settled, to move to Sarıkamış with the permission of the Ottoman
administration, proves the above mentioned tendency.11 According to the available
information, the total number of Northern Caucasians who settled at the beginning of
1860s in Sarıkamış was approximately 6-8,000.12 Northern Caucasian immigrants,
though in far smaller numbers, were also settled in other kazas of the Kars sancak,13 as
well as in the neighbor Çıldır (Ardahan) sancak,14 and the kazas of Tercan, Tekman and
Hınıs of the Erzurum sancak.15 On the other hand, it is well known that some refugees did
7
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not find the living conditions satisfactory, and returned to Caucasia in the same period
taking advantage of loose border control.16
Meanwhile, the Ottoman Immigrants’ Commission announced repeatedly in
1861-1862 that some of the Northwestern Caucasian refugees who following their
debarkation in the Black Sea ports were for years kept in great numbers in the places of
temporary accommodation in towns like Trabzon, Samsun and Sivas, were to be moved
to the Diyarbekir vilayet and the Urfa sancak of Aleppo. The Sublime Porte in this way
evidently attempted to speed up the immigration process towards Southeastern Anatolia.
However, due to financial difficulties involved in transportation, only a few Adyge
refugees were settled in the region. In a short while these immigrants moved to other
parts of the empire, possibly due to problems they had with nomadic tribes.17 Besides
that, between 1861 and 1862 scattered groups of Adyges settled also in rural areas at the
western periphery of Eastern Anatolia - in the Hısn-ı Mansur and Malatya sancaks of the
Harput vilayet.18
b-Migrations during and after the “Great Exile” of 1864
It is interesting that Northern Caucasians did not settle in any significant numbers
in Eastern Anatolia, during their migration en-masse to the Ottoman Empire following
the definitive Russian occupancy of the Caucasus in 1864. The Sublime Porte preferred
to distribute hundreds of thousands of Circassians, coming by sea, among the Balkan,
Western and Central Anatolian regions, as it had done before (and for the same reasons).
This policy was contrary to the suggestion of concentrating immigrants in Northeastern
Anatolia -namely in the mountainous region between Erzurum and the Black Sea,- put
forward by British and French ambassadors in May 1864.19 Only a small group of
Adyges were sent to northwestern shores of Lake Van -the Adilcevaz kaza of the Van
sancak and Ahlat of Muş,- and established a few villages there.20
On the contrary, in 1865 the Sublime Porte attempted at first to settle most of 56,000 Chechen families (about 40,000 people according to some sources)21 who arrived
at the Ottoman territory through land, in Kars and Çıldır at the Russian border. Following
the Russian government’s protests, however, they had to move at least half of this group
southward and to settle them between 1866-1867 in Re’s-ül-Ayn of the Arab section of
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Aleppo and in different parts of the neighboring Diyarbekir vilayet. The remaining
refugees were sent to Central Anatolia, to the Sivas area. 22
After the settlement of Chechens was over, no serious attempts of colonizing
Northern Caucasians in Eastern Anatolia were witnessed during more than 10 years. This
was related on the one hand to the actual halt at this period of immigration movements
into Ottoman lands from Northeastern and Central Caucasus via Transcaucasia, and on
the other, to the fact that Russia succeeded in 1867 to press upon the Porte the condition
about non-settlement of Circassian refugees eastwards of the line Erzincan-TokatAmasya-Samsun. In fact, the latter development automatically prevented the use of the
whole Northeastern Anatolia for colonization purposes.23
c-1877-1878 Russo-Turkish War and the Following Migrations
During the first phase of the war the Russians captured a great part of the Erzurum
vilayet, including Kars and Çıldır and, therefore, all the villages established by Northern
Caucasian refugees in Sarıkamış and neighboring kazas at the beginning of 1860s. As the
region in question was ceded to Russia with the Berlin Treaty of 1878, increased violence
there led to Muslims’ migrations to the inner areas of the empire. The Russian authorities,
aiming to promote Slavic and Orthodox elements in the region gained, were unable and
for the most part unwilling to prevent the aforementioned mass migrations. Moreover,
they encouraged emigrations of Muslims, offering them the real market values of their
immovables.24 According to official Russian sources, over 80,000 Muslims left the area.25
Although the ratio of Caucasian refugees to the migrating population was uncertain, it
can be said with a fair amount of confidence that the great majority of them joined this
stream. Hence, at the beginning of 1890s the Russian administration registered in the
Kars region only four villages of Northern Caucasians including 424 Ossets, 199
Daghestanians, and 5 Adyges - a total of 628 people.26 The decision of the Circassians of
Kars was primarily based on the assumption that the Tsar government would not allow
them to practice their religion and customs freely and to preserve relatively independent
mode of life, as well as on traditional hostility towards Russians.27
Apart from the refugees of Northeastern Anatolia, in the same years nearly
200,000 Circassians -among other Muslims- were mobilized and forced out of the Balkan
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provinces the Sublime Porte lost.28 This movement was the result of charges against them
put forward by European states, especially Russia, with concerns over their maltreatment
of the local Christian population. The majority of Northern Caucasians wished to settle in
Western and Central Anatolia since their fellow Caucasians had settled there before. The
Sublime Porte, however, was hoping to direct a significant part of these new settlers
towards places where large groups had not settled before. In this framework, they began
re-assessing Eastern Anatolia for wide-scoped migration activity. As a result of this
search for vacant land, they came across areas with a capacity to host 9,000 families in
Diyarbekir and Van vilayets, in 1878.29
Since the leaders of the Armenian community also closely followed this
significant demographic process that was critical for the political future of Eastern
Anatolia, the concern with Northern Caucasian settlements in the region led to serious
debates and speculations involving frequently foreign circles. As early as the end of 1876,
during the international Istanbul Conference held to resolve the “Eastern question”, the
Patriarch of the Armenian Gregorian Church protested before the plenipotentiaries of
participant powers plans of settling Circassians of the Balkans in Eastern Anatolia,
declaring that this migration would “…expose them (Armenians. - G.C., B.K.) to the
maltreatment of Circassians smarting under their expulsion from their European
homes”.30 During the Berlin Congress of 1878 similar warnings were made to the leaders
of European countries, as well. The agreements that followed the 1877-1878 war did not
officially ban the settlement of Circassians of the Balkans in Eastern Anatolia. At the
same time, the majority of the powers were deeply suspicious of the efforts of the
Sublime Porte that led to migrations, and underlined urgently what an unfavorable
experience it had been till then to settle Northern Caucasians among the Christian
population. Amidst these discussions the Ottoman administration made an unsuccessful
attempt to direct 2,500 families of Circassian refugees from the Balkans to Diyarbekir.
Upon this development, in January 1879, the Armenian bishop of Diyarbekir and the
leaders of other local Christian communities sent protest telegrams, in order to stop this
movement, to the major European embassies in Istanbul. These efforts produced results
in a short time,31 and the Sublime Porte actually renounced afterwards the idea of settling
refugees from the Balkans in that region. This was partly to avoid deterioration of
relations with European states, as well as not to escalate tension in the eastern provinces.
Only a small group of Adyges from the Balkans was settled within the sancak of Urfa of
the Aleppo vilayet.32
Thus, only the refugees who had left Kars and Çıldır remained in the hands of the
Sublime Porte among the migrants of Northern Caucasian origin who were planned to be
settled in the East. Taking into account the fact that relations of comparative tolerance
existed before the war between this group and the local Christian population, the powers
also had generally positive attitude towards Ottoman intentions. In fact, only the leaders
28
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of the Armenian community seriously opposed this plan, interpreting it as a conscious
effort to affect the demographic structure in places inhabited by Armenians, and at times
exploiting the “Balkan syndrome” in their purposes. For example, Armenians reacted
strongly against the attempt of directing 4,000 Muslim families from Northeastern
Anatolia to Van. In June 1879 the Armenian Patriarch sent a letter to the British
ambassador H. Layard, requesting the prevention of the settlement in question, claiming
the group comprised of “Roumelian emigrants” defined as “…nothing short of enemies
of order and progress”. British diplomats, however, carried out research showing that all
of these refugees really came from Kars. Thus, refusing the Patriarch, H. Layard specially
expressed him his incomprehension of “on what ground did he object to the settlement…
of quiet and industrious people, although Mussulmans, who would be a check upon the
Kurds.” In his report to the Foreign Office, on the other hand, H. Layard described the
foundation of Armenian concerns about the Circassians as keeping the “Armenian issue”
on the international agenda.33
Yet, the number of refugees of Kars that from mid-1879 began to move
southwards, to the Van vilayet, was finally reduced to 1,200 families.34 Although the
sources do not give definite information on the ethnic structure of this group, Northern
Caucasians undoubtedly constituted the majority of these families. In the subsequent
period they established nearly 20 villages in a vast area to the north, west and east of
Lake Van - in the Varto, Bulanık, and Malazgirt kazas of the Muş sancak, Ahlat of Bitlis,
Adilcevaz and Van of Van.35 It is noteworthy that these villages were scattered over
region with the most significant proportion of Armenian population in the Ottoman
Empire.36 At the same time, certainly, the state intended to promote livelihood in the
region, which had a very important unexploited agricultural potential.37
Despite the primary intentions of the state, not all of the Northern Caucasians who
left Kars by the end of the 1870s and the beginning of the 1880s were settled in the inner
parts of Eastern Anatolia. Approximately half of them migrated -with or without the
approval of the state- to Central Anatolia and mainly to Sivas and Ankara vilayets, where
their fellow Circassians had settled long before.38
After the migrations that took place following the Russo-Turkish War of 18771878, Northern Caucasians’ movement to Eastern Anatolia came to a halt. Although from
the late 1880s stimulation of Muslim immigrations assumed in fact the character of state
policy,39 the Sublime Porte failed to carry out any significant settlement of Northern
Caucasians in the region. This situation is partly due to the general drop in migration on
the part of Northern Caucasians in this period, as well as to the close interest of the great
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powers in settlement activities concerning Circassians. Thus, in 1888 the government
considered a new plan to open 247,000 dönüms (1 dönüm was about 1,200 sq. m.) of
vacant land, found in Erzurum, Van and Diyarbekir vilayets, to refugees coming from
Caucasus through northeastern borders of the empire.40 However, Russia strongly
opposed the plan; moreover, she arbitrarily expanded the scope of opposition to
Circassian settlements not only at the border region, as it had been before, but actually in
all of Eastern Anatolia including the extreme south.41 When the British also declared the
impossibility of such a plan due to the necessity to prevent probable hostilities among
Circassian refugees and the Armenians,42 the Sublime Porte quit insisting on it, in order
to avoid the issue from becoming an international affair.
Nevertheless in the following years Ottomans continued to bring up at times
wide-scoped plans about settling Circassians in the eastern provinces. For example, the
headquarters of the IVth Army stationed in Eastern Anatolia applied to the government in
1892 to take precautionary measures in the Dersim sancak of Harput, which was in a state
of permanent anarchy owing to the armed activities of Kurdish tribes and Armenian
nationalist groups. It was proposed to settle 10,000 Caucasian and other refugees, who
could contribute to maintaining peace, along with auxiliary armed forces in the region.
Despite full support of the Sultan, this attempt was not finalized, either.43 The Sublime
Porte brought another proposal at the end of 1894 and the beginning of 1895, to settle
Northern Caucasians in the Hakkari sancak at the Iranian border of Van. The purpose of
the Ottomans was to replace Nestorian Assyrians who had moved out of the country
beginning with the 1890’s because of tribal pressure, with a new settled peasant
community. Strong British opposition and warning about prevention of hostilities of
Circassian communities against Assyrians left this plan without result.44
d-Migrations at the Beginning of the XXth Century
Migratory movements from Northern Caucasia into Eastern Anatolia were revived
at the beginning of the XXth century. During this period the main region where Northern
Caucasians settled was the Muş sancak recently placed under Bitlis. In March 1901,
provincial administration demanded settlement of 1,500-2,000 Muslim immigrant
families in the Muş plain. This request was in order to “prevent provocative activities of
revolting Armenians, as well as to develop the infant, yet promising agricultural
production and trade.” Although the proposal was well received by the central
government, due to transportation difficulties, it was limited to the refugees who arrived
by land through the Russian border.45 During the first ten years of the XXth century,
especially between 1901 and 1905, nearly 1,500 immigrants came in small parties from
Daghestan and Chechnia to Muş. It is noteworthy that only few of them really settled on
the Muş plane within the central kaza of the sancak, as the administration had planned.
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The rest preferred to settle in the neighboring Varto and Bulanık kazas, mainly in the
“old” Northern Caucasian villages previously established by their folks.46
e-The Number of Northern Caucasians Who Settled in Eastern Anatolia
According to available data on the numbers of various immigrant groups, during
the second half of the XIXth and the beginning of the XXth century nearly 40-45,000
Northern Caucasians were sent to Eastern Anatolia for settlement purposes. These figures
were obviously far lesser than it had been originally supposed by the Porte. Moreover, it
should be noted that a significant part of these refugees could not adapt to the socioeconomic, political and natural conditions of the region, and sooner or later moved either
to the western parts of the Empire or, rarely, back to Caucasia. This fact accounts greatly
for the lack of important growth of the total of Circassian population in Eastern Anatolia
throughout the period in question, as the below-mentioned figures confirm.
Since the Ottoman demographic statistics usually did not differentiate the Muslim
population on the ethnic basis, we have to apply also to rather scanty and rough data
contained in unofficial sources, to approximate the rate of change of the numbers and
territorial distribution of Circassian groups in Eastern Anatolia. For example, according
to the document presented by the Armenian Patriarch to the European ambassadors at
Istanbul in 1880, which reflected the demographic situation in “Armenian regions” prior
to the 1877-1878 war, a total of 35,000 Circassians lived in Eastern Anatolia, viz. 10,000
in the Erzurum vilayet (except Van, Bitlis and Muş), 10,000 in the Harput vilayet, and
15,000 in the Diyarbekir vilayet, while in Van, Bitlis and Muş sancaks and the Anatolian
part of Aleppo Northern Caucasian refugees were not recorded.47 In the extensive
statistical and geographical description of late 1880s’ - early 1890s’ Asia Minor by V.
Cuinet the information about Circassian population only in two eastern vilayets is to be
found; namely in Diyarbekir 10,000 (3,334 of them in the sancak of Diyarbekir, 3,354 in
Ergani, 3,312 in Mardin), and in Van -excluding Bitlis and Muş- 500 persons.48
According to another Armenian source dated 1912, a total of only 17,000 Northern
Caucasians were recorded in Eastern Anatolia (except its most southern, “non-Armenian”
areas), viz. 7,000 in the Erzurum vilayet and 10,000 in the Bitlis vilayet (including Muş);
although this source implied that no Circassians existed in Van, Diyarbekir and Harput
vilayets,49 it is certain that some Northern Caucasians still lived there at that time.50
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III-Adaptation Problems of Northern Caucasian Immigrants
a-Relations of Circassians with the Local Muslim Groups
The refugees who had the least problems concerning adjustment of relations with
local communities and adaptation to the living-conditions of area, were the ones who
resided in Kars and Çıldır (until their occupation) and generally in Northeastern Anatolia.
This was mainly because refugees were settled there in vacant or deserted lands, and
partly because the Sublime Porte was rather zealous in not allowing serious conflicts
among the Muslims at the border region that was constantly under Russian threat.
Besides that, settled agricultural elements who were relatively close to Circassians socioculturally, had an appreciable numerical superiority as compared with the nomadic and
semi-nomadic tribal communities. Moreover, some of these groups also had recently
migrated to the region from other places (for example, Turcomans and partly Muslim
Georgians who came from Transcaucasia). These factors helped Northern Caucasians
blend with the local population. Although in the early stage of the settlement Northern
Caucasians did experience some problems with their neighbors, soon after they were
resolved, and relationships ameliorated. Intercommunitarian marriages, especially among
the Circassians, Turcomans and the Georgians, provide evidence for this improvement.51
The situation was rather different in inner Eastern Anatolia, due to pressures
exerted by Kurdish tribes on other groups. In fact, the Ottoman State was putting forward
some efforts, though insufficient, to protect Northern Caucasian immigrants from
aggression by the tribes.52 Yet, the fact that refugees were often settled in the areas
forming actual “spheres of influence” of the tribes (sometimes directly in villages not
long ago abandoned by Armenians who were under tribal control), as well as the fact that
Circassians were as quick, and at times even quicker than the Kurds to utilize guns in
case of conflict, escalated the tension.53
An example for the kind of relations among Northern Caucasians and the local
communities is the dispute toward the end of 1893, between Ossets of the Simo village of
Muş and the Kurdish Sipkan tribe. The conflict began when Ossets agreed -in return for
money- to guard and escort Armenians who decided to migrate from the neighboring
Hamzaşeyh (Lapbudak) village, to the Russian border, despite the aforementioned tribe.
The Kurds attacked the convoy, with the intention of looting. Northern Caucasians,
however, fulfilled their promise to the Armenians, stopped the assault by killing a few of
the attackers, and escorted the convoy until they safely reached the Russian border.
Following this, the Kurds attacked Simo with greater force in vengeance, and over 20
people, mostly the tribesmen, died of conflict within a few days.54 We can speculate on
the motivation of Northern Caucasians as to spread their “living area” into the lands
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deserted by Armenians. The fact, that Ossets before long settled in Hamzaşeyh village,
confirms this assumption.55
The Ottoman State often encouraged Northern Caucasians to join local security
forces, in order to limit the power of independent Kurdish landlords, and to increase
efficiency of local administration. This attitude also led to increased tensions among the
immigrants and the tribes. According to the British consul in Diyarbekir H. Trotter, the
Kurds had such abhorrence for the Circassian zaptiyes (gendarmes) that they did not
abstain from massacring them in remote areas out of reach of the state. Thus, in 1879
Ottoman officials in Nusaybin strictly refused to send the Circassian guards
accompanying H. Trotter, to the nearby mountains assuming that they would certainly be
killed by the Kurds.56
In some cases, the Sublime Porte preferred to appoint Northern Caucasians as
administrators to the regions inhabited by tribes that were poorly controlled by the state.
For instance, in the Eleşkirt kaza within the Bayezit sancak of the Erzurum vilayet a
regular bureaucrat, Circassian by birth, was appointed kaymakam (deputy-manager)
instead of a member of the Kurdish family that traditionally held the post. The efforts of
this Circassian to restore justice and order (including protecting Armenians from tribal
pressure) led to animosity between the two ethnic parties. By the end of 1876, the events
reached a climax when both the old and the new deputy-managers, along with several of
their relatives got killed in an armed conflict. A possible massacre among Kurds and
Caucasians (who probably came from neighboring Sarıkamış to help their fellows) was
prevented by the Ottoman troops who made it just in time.57
Not all of the Northern Caucasians, scattered around wide areas of the Eastern
Anatolian Plateau, were in equal degree capable of defending themselves against attacks
by the tribes. Circassians settled in relatively large groups to the north and west of Lake
Van, especially in Muş and Bitlis sancaks, were able to maintain rather balanced
relationships with other communities. On the other hand, those who settled in southern
and eastern parts of the region faced great difficulties in protecting from the tribes the
“living area” the state had provided them with. In time, as a result of failure to compete
with the tribes, refugees especially had to leave Diyarbekir, Ergani, Urfa and Van
sancaks.58
Undoubtedly the most severe competition for the Northern Caucasians came from
nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes. However, various settled elements, though at different
levels, were against the colonization of Caucasians in the region, too. Their opposition
was chiefly owing to the demands of the state from the local population to help the new
settlers materially and physically. Although as early as 1865, the Sublime Porte had
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declared in a letter sent to the officials of the Immigrants’ Commission, that considering
the economic conditions of the Eastern Anatolian population, voluntary charity should
suffice,59 this order was hardly ever respected in the rural area. During and following the
war of 1877-1878, as the number of immigrants increased, the government had to oblige
the local peasantry to participate in moving and settling the newcomers. For example,
right before harvest time in 1879 the government instructed the administrators in the
eastern provinces to rent the animals and carts from the locals by force in order to bring
the migrants from Kars and Çıldır to their new places. Moreover, the very limited rent
payments promised to the peasants were rarely made.60 According to foreign consuls, the
massive arrival of Circassian settlers and others was the main cause of scarcity and
similar disasters in many places of Eastern and Central Anatolia during the late 1870s and
the early 1880s. 61
Another important factor that led to dissatisfaction among the peasants was the
fact that Circassian settlers not infrequently assaulted villagers’ possessions and even
lives. In reality, these acts (pillaging the villages, animal theft, banditry, etc.) were carried
out by a considerable number of the refugees as soon as they arrived, due to immediate
physical and material adaptation problems. Thus, the phenomenon of “Circassian
outrages” became clearly visible during the settlement of Chechens in Diyarbekir and
Aleppo in 186562 and the transfer of Circassians of Kars towards the south at the end of
the 1870s.63 Apart from these two periods, i.e. following the adaptation of the refugees
and the beginning of their productivity, such excesses halted to a great extent. Similar
conflicts became limited to actions of small crime groups of common origins, although
the “tormenter” image of Circassian immigrants remained in the eyes of the local
population, European consuls and travelers.64 It seems that only in several ill-conditioned
colonies that owing to hostile surrounding, systematic bad harvests, famine or similar
reasons had to fight constantly for survival (for instance, in Re’s-ül-Ayn and in the
neighboring places along the Diyarbekir and Aleppo vilayets’ border) a considerable
portion of inhabitants continued to commit these crimes even long after settlement.65
The administration in general did not interfere in such activities by immigrants66
both because of lack of control over the region as well as abstinence from damaging the
loyalty of new subjects for the Sultan and the Sublime Porte. Being unable to protect the
refugees efficiently against nomadic tribes, the government preferred to overlook their
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excesses too, and as a rule did not take rigorous punitive measures following such events;
on the contrary, the refugees evidently were allowed to settle their disputes with the
locals on their own. Though in the fall of 1865 the troops were sent to the region in order
to disarm the newly-arrived Chechen refugees and to defend from them the local
inhabitants, this attempt produced no result, since the authorities did not dare the risk of
direct conflict with the immigrants. The reason for this was that the Sublime Porte did not
want to provoke the Chechens to desert the area in masses, nor did they want to leave
them armless, i.e. completely vulnerable to tribal attacks.67
b-Relations of Circassians with Non-Muslim Population
Although refugees occasionally had problems with all elements of local
population, the only political reaction to their settlement came from the Armenians whose
national identity was being rapidly formed in the previous years. This reaction sometimes
was used by institutions like Istanbul Patriarchy and Armenian National Assembly as a
tool to carry the Armenian question to the international arena.
The name of Northern Caucasians for the first time was mentioned in Armenian
political documents among “elements of animosity against Armenians” in 1872, in the
petition submitted by the Armenian National Assembly to the Sublime Porte. This
document, drawing attention to the condition of Christian subjects in Eastern Anatolia,
declared that “Kurds and other mountain peoples to whom lately have been added also
the Circassians, cause great harm both to Armenians and other locals, as well as to the
state treasury.” In order to protect the settled population “from these monsters” it was
suggested either to disarm them or to arm the Christians and to send permanent troops to
the region to maintain security.68 As the Sublime Porte did not show interest in these
demands, leaders of the Armenian community soon began to appeal principally to foreign
diplomatic circles, hoping to find support from them. Thus, a letter sent by the Armenian
Patriarch to the British Foreign Minister in 1876 included a long description of how
Armenians suffered from the oppression of “Turks, Kurds, Avşars (i.e. Turcomans. G.C., B.K.), as well as Circassians who had joined them.”69
Armenians’ frequent exploitation since these years of the theme of “Circassian
outrages” was closely related to increased interest on the part of European powers -due to
the 1875-1878 “Eastern Crisis”- in condition of the Christian subjects of the Ottoman
Empire. According to reckonings made in this context, the claims of Armenians about
being oppressed by Northern Caucasian refugees were supposed to remind the Europeans
of the Ottoman practice of settling Circassians in the Balkans after 1864 as a deterrent
element against local nationalist movements and, consequently, to gain international
recognition and protection for Armenians, similar to those the Balkan Christians had
acquired in this period.
On the other hand, as these claims constituted a favorable basis for future
European intervention in Ottoman internal affairs, they were reflected in the international
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documents that shaped the results of the 1877-1878 war. In fact, the San-Stephano
Ottoman-Russian Peace Treaty of March 3, 1878 brought requirements to the Sublime
Porte for the “immediate reform of local conditions in regions inhabited by Armenians
and guaranteeing their security against Kurds and Circassians” (art. 16).70 This article
was repeated in the multilateral Berlin Treaty of July 13, 1878, however this time
Circassians were given the first place among the elements of threat by exchanging their
place with the Kurds (art. 61).71
There were items about the Circassians in a number of reform projects submitted
by the Armenians to foreign representatives and to the Sublime Porte between 1878 and
1880, with a view to promote execution of the 61st article. According to these proposals,
Northern Caucasian refugees would be disarmed together with the nomad Kurds, and
banned from employment by the administrative bodies and security forces of the targeted
autonomous Armenian entity.72 The Ottoman government’s disregard of the
aforementioned article and continuous complaints of Armenians led to a joint note sent
by the great powers to the Porte on September 7, 1880. The note drew attention to the
inadequacy of the reforms in “Armenian provinces” and demanded “exceptionally
rigorous measures… for putting a stop to the excesses of the Circassians and Kurds”.73
In the coming years the pressure of European powers upon the Istanbul
government in this issue decreased considerably due to discord among them. It was
mostly Britain who warned the Ottomans periodically in order to utilize the contents of
the 61st article during the 1880s and the 1890s. Another striking feature of the diplomatic
correspondence of this period was that the demands to the Sublime Porte to stop
“Circassian outrages” actually ceased.74 Without doubt, this fact was both due to the
gradual decrease of Circassian phobia among European official circles and the public
opinion, as well as it reflected the definitive transformation of Northern Caucasians
settled in Eastern Anatolia into peasants working the land.
c-Social Situation of Northern Caucasian Immigrants
Agriculture and animal husbandry constituted the basis of Northern Caucasian
refugees’ economic activity, as it used to be in Caucasia. Moreover, these activities due to
the employment of more advanced agricultural methods and tools were as a rule more
efficient than in the native villages.75 It is also known that the refugees were superior to
the local population in many crafts, especially metalworking.76 Some authors have drawn
attention to the fact that the number of refugees who dealt with small-scale trade (and
sometimes even contraband) was increasing as well.77 Northern Caucasians’ application
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of relatively developed modes of production and their actual independence from tribal
lords usually provided them with better living standards compared to neighboring
Turkish, Kurdish, Armenian, etc. villages.78 Yet, it is clear that Circassians of Eastern
Anatolia were economically much worse off if compared to their fellows in the central
and western regions of the country.79 Another point European and local observers
unanimously emphasized was that Northern Caucasians due to their striving for
cleanliness, neatness and generally “more civilized” lifestyle, were clearly distinguishable
from neighboring groups.80
Due to the above-mentioned factors, the vast majority of Circassian settlements in
the eastern provinces constituted rather closed ethnic micro-enclaves with limited cultural
and economic interaction with their environment. Undoubtedly, this led to the
preservation of traditional patterns of socio-economic relations as well as culture and
language.81 On the other hand, this ‘self sufficiency’ and the practical need to maintain
their security stimulated active unification processes among Circassians on the local
level. This tendency was especially enforced by the complexity of the refugees’
‘political’ relations with the major local communities, geographically isolated location of
many settlement areas, and adaptation problems. This situation led to the formation in
some parts of the region of unofficial associations of villages inhabited by people of
same, i.e. Northern Caucasian, origin, which were characterized by existence of a single
institution of higher leadership as well as certain aid mechanisms. Such developments
were felt among the Circassians of Kars and Çıldır during the years before the war of
1877-1878. Later the most significant association of that kind was formed in Muş, Bitlis
and Van sancaks; at the end of the XIXth century this union, including over 20 Chechen,
Osset, Daghestanian and Adyge villages, was headed by someone whose influence rather
was based on his spiritual authority both in the eyes of his compatriots and the local
administration, in which he had formerly served.82
Serious difficulties of integrating into the traditional ethno-social order that
dominated most of Eastern Anatolia, naturally, drove Circassians to keep most close
relationships with and often to take jobs in the official civil and military institutions
stationed in the provincial and district centers.83 However, the generally protectionist
policy led by the Ottoman central and local administrations toward refugees could only
partially reduce their adaptation difficulties, for the lack of security in rural parts of the
region, corruption and inadequacy among many officials, etc., decreased the effect of this
policy. In fact, the fate of the majority of Northern Caucasian groups settled in Eastern
Anatolia could be considered as a more or less successful case of fighting on their own
for survival in extremely unfavorable political, socio-economic and sometimes natural
conditions. Not surprisingly, some travelers at the end of the XIXth and the beginning of
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the XXth century recorded that regrets among Circassians for having left Caucasia and
wishes to return were not infrequent.84
In conclusion, the migrations mentioned above were triggered by the process of
definitive subduing Northern Caucasian peoples by Russia that began soon after the
Crimean War. During these migrations the region under scrutiny in this article began to
host refugees who arrived especially by the land route. The first group of nearly 3,000
refugee families, or about 15-20,000 people, were settled in the Erzurum vilayet, mainly
in the Sarıkamış area (approximately 6-8,000 people), in 1860. Although the Sublime
Porte put forward settlement efforts concerning Eastern Anatolia during the migration
that gained momentum in 1861-1862, the result was hardly successful due both to
reluctance on the part of refugees about moving to the region as well as to the lack of
material resources. On the other hand, during the mass-migration period (1864 and after)
only slightly over the half of a total of 5-6,000 Chechen families, that immigrated in
1865, were settled in the Diyarbekir vilayet and northern section of Aleppo, since the
other Circassian groups were mostly sent to the Balkans and Central and Western
Anatolia. Following this settlement, the region did not receive another serious wave of
migration for more than 10 years.
Following the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878 another intensive migration
toward the region began, led by Northern Caucasians and other Muslim subjects who
were forced to leave the Balkans; however since the Sarıkamış area and on the whole the
northeastern part of Anatolia, which was more attractive to Circassians, was blocked by
the Russian occupation, no appreciable settlement was carried out, either. Moreover, the
earlier settlers in that area also had to leave for inner parts of the region, namely Muş,
Bitlis and Van. After the Berlin Congress the enhanced interest of European diplomacy in
the Christians of the eastern provinces urged the Sublime Porte to increase the number of
Muslim population among the locals and maintain control over the region using refugees.
Despite this motivation the government could not implement these plans to the desired
extent, as reluctance on the part of immigrants to move to the region, Russia’s objections
to settlement near the border, Armenians’ view of the issue as a threat to their cause and
their appeals to the international circles, and finally Ottomans’ lack of resources to
instigate mass settlement, seriously hindered plans of settling refugees in the region.
Despite all the negativities, about 40-45,000 Northern Caucasians, settled in Eastern
Anatolia during the period in question, undoubtedly helped the Ottoman government
cope -at least in some areas- with such strategic problems of the time, as cultivating
deserted land, limiting the unruly activities of nomadic tribes and maintaining a higher
number of Muslims than Christians.85
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